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Abstract: In the Internet of Things (IoT), multiple communication protocols are used to connect the smart device. Wi-Fi, Xbee,
ZigBee, Bluetooth, and LoRaWAN are some of the communication channels utilized for connectivity by devices using some IoT
platform. In order to enable the development of smart services for IoT platforms, there are solutions by different vendors to
connect between IoT devices. For example, multiple IoT platforms are available in the market namely IoTivity platform developed
by Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), AllJoyn platform from All Seen Alliance, Weave made by Google, and Home Kit by
Apple. In view of such segmentation of IoT platforms, IoT Application’s development has been made complex, where IoT device
and accompanying application compatibility with available platforms requires support for multiple protocols. To simplify the
complexity introduced by multiple platforms, M2M [4] International standard was already proposed as the bridge for integrating
IoT protocols. In our paper we implement a proxy web service using Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) as a way to
translate communication in one IoT protocol to another. In our implementation of middleware, we allowed the MQTT broker to
accept messages which were passed to the Web Service from various devices over Hyper Text Protocol’s POST or GET
Commands. Bridging between WCF Web Service and MQTT broker was enabled with duplex communication. Hence devices
supporting either HTTP protocol or MQTT protocol were able to communicate transparently.
Index Terms— IOT.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. METHODOLOGY

The internet of Things (IoT) and Web of Things (WoT)
are the latest conventions of ICT (Information and
Communication Technology) to bring disconnected
devices together in an ecosystem where connectivity is
the essence and internet is the communication backbone.
Such connectivity gives rise to smart services such as
smart city, smart grid, agricultural systems, smart health
care and smart production. In order to reduce time to
market for development of IoT devices and applications, a
number of integrated IoT platforms were designed on top
of existing web based protocols to enable safe and reliable
connections among the IoT devices. The main goal of
developing the existing web technologies for IoT devices
was to reduce the overhead and latency of the networks
they utilized. Therefore, new lightweight protocols were
developed at the time for operation of IoT applications.
This development at one end provided the solutions but
on the other end, provided complexity of dealing with
vendor based solutions with different IoT standards
emerging, making it harder for developers to keep up with
application of IoT in real life. In our paper, we propose to
utilize web services (as a bridge) for all the
communication protocols required between IoT devices.

Since WoT and IoT closely resemble where networked
devices are using web and internet respectively, the
following bridging Scheme is suitable to glue together
different protocols at the repository level. CRUDN [1]
stands for create, read, update, delete and notify
operations on the underlining database.
[MQTT Repository]  CRUDN  [Stored Procedures]
 [API Service Calls]  [HTTP(S) Request (POST,
GET)]
[IoTivity Repository]  CRUDN  [Stored Procedures]
 [API Service Calls]  [HTTP(S) Request (POST,
GET)]
[AllJoyn Repository]  CRUDN  [Stored Procedures]
 [API Service Calls]  [HTTP(S) Request (POST,
GET)]
[OM2M Repository]  CRUDN  [Stored Procedures]
 [API Service Calls]  [HTTP(S) Request (POST,
GET)]
[OpenMTC Repository]  CRUDN  [Stored
Procedures]  [API Service Calls]  [HTTP(S) Request
(POST, GET)]
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Figure 1: One Bridge-Multiple Protocols
Stored procedures provide transparent access to a
common database. Stored procedures are invoked through
web service calls using POST and GET commands. Each
protocol has an element of HTTP requests that are made
to the common database using stored procedure.

However, a need exists for standardizing the APIs and
device management interfaces in the light of existing

communication frameworks. This will make the
development of IoT applications focused on the
presentation and processing the data being received by the
devices. IoT application and device support many
different protocols and data models in order to
interconnect with each other on different platforms. In
this paper, we propose to use the WCF standard as a
middleware [2] for IoT protocol integration. We use
MQTT [3] and WCF as the test cases for our protocol
bridging design. Our contribution lies in demonstrating
the possibilities of using only the WCF for IoT Protocols
interworking using service operations by endpoints
defined in Web Model. A WSDL document describes a
web service. It specifies the location of the service, and
the methods of the service, using major elements such as
type, message, port type and binding. The requestresponse type allows the following operation, which
shows that it is well suited for the IoT bridging Protocols.
One-way The operation can receive a message but will
not return a response Request-response The operation can
receive a request and will return a response Solicitresponse The operation can send a request and will wait
for a response Notification The operation can send a
message but will not wait for a response. We focus on
utilizing Web API for data exchange and device
management using browser based interface, across these
platforms where standard specifications have already been
defined in the Windows Communication Foundation. The
format and presentation is standardized by using cascaded
style sheets from a central repository to devices servicing
them to clients. We explore and compare different device
management possibilities in MQTT through WCF and
propose such design for bridging.

Figure 2: Web-Service Operations provide functions for
an IoT Bridge
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Because MQTT uses the publish and subscribe model
with client identifier used for the registry to the MQTT
broker, the discovery mechanisms to discover other
devices is through the broker keeping a database of its
register. A user interface is provided to let the users
initiate the MQTT device discovery through the MQTT
protocol.
The implementation of web service talking to the MQTT
database allows performing operations directly to the
devices registered at the broker.
Once an MQTT device has been discovered, its metadata
will be shared with the clients connected using the web
service. In this way a real-time polling of device
mechanism is provided by implementing AJAX e.g.
Signal-R). Asynchronous JavaScript + XML" is a set of
Web development techniques using many Web
technologies on the client side to create asynchronous
Web applications. In our implementation, we use Arduino
Mega as client’s devices based on ESP8266 frameworks.
We also implement an open source control panel (Homiecontrol – A high-level application for the IoT) [5]
application to let the user control and read the states of the
devices.

description of the functions offered by a web service. The
functions can be invoked by the devices anytime at any
place without the need for constantly being connected to
the IoT ecosystem. We implement and verify this
integration architecture based on the existing Web Service
interworking specifications. In particular, our paper also
focuses on the running Device Management (DM)
functions
from different platform standards centrally
available to a Web-based Graphical User Interface called
a High-Level application for Homie IoT. Homie-control
provides a web UI to manage Homie devices as well as a
series of virtual python devices to allow extended
functionality. In the future, we aspire to extend the
integration of other IoT platforms such as Google Weave
and Apple Home Kit. Furthermore, an integration of
tiny
encryption
algorithms
used
to
encrypt
communication between different IoT data exchanges will
be looked at in the future.
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Figure 3: Homie-IoT, implementation
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the WCF and WSDL standards are the
bridging agents to make different IoT platforms integrate
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(WSDL) is an XML-based syntax for presenting
information. It is a definition language for structured
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